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Nine years in the making, Chicago’s Henhouse Prowlers have built a reputation for hard work 

and non-stop touring, playing music inspired by the roots of bluegrass while branching out 

into a sound uniquely their own. From lightning fast picking, to sentimental ballads—playing 

storied original material, traditional songs, and contemporary covers—The Prowlers’ live 

show leaves no room for wanting more. 

 

Their most recent album "Breaking Ground" grew out of collaboration time well spent, 

having completed it within months of multiple-country US tours and the band’s third trip to 

Europe. Produced by Greg Cahill (Grammy nominated band-leader of Special Consensus), 

with special guests Josh Williams (of Rhonda Vincent and the Rage) and Anders Beck (of 

Greensky Bluegrass), this recording packs punch after punch. 

 

The band was recently selected by the US State Dept. to spend a month in West Africa and 

will be headed back to Europe in 2014 for their largest tour abroad to date. The Prowlers 

continue to push the envelope with their highly original songwriting, tight arrangements, and 

electrifying stage presence. With the bluegrass mantle on their back and the best fans in the 

world by their side, Henhouse Prowlers are here to stay for a long, long time.   

 

 This bluegrass band has the right formula: heavenly harmonies on top of furious 

fingerpicking, trucking down the highway at 200mph. 

- Time Out Chicago 

The musical prowess of this bluegrass band was unlike anything I’ve yet to encounter in the 

city of Chicago. It’s straight-laced, tight-knit, barn-burning bluegrass with enough vocal 

harmonization to make Del McCoury blush. 

-Sound Fuse  

 

Tracks:  
1. Why Is the Night So Long?  

2. Lonesome Road   

3. Drunk Again   

4. Pretty Polly   

5. Scratching Post   

6. Den of Sin   

7. Ravenswood Getaway   

8. The Track   

9. Soul Saver   

10. Another Train   

11. Breaking Ground   

12. Ain't Too Proud to Beg   

13. Rosebud Rounds the Yard   


